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ABSTRACT

We present Atlas.txt, a novel data-to-text natural language generation system which enables access to geo-referenced information like online census data. We first discuss initial findings from an accessibility study on geo-referenced data and outline needs requirements for visually-impaired users of such data. We then present work towards realising our data-to-text system and indicate how it aims to address this issue.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Geo-referenced data is data which has a geographic component, and is distributed over a region on Earth. Such data is often visualised as thematic choropleth maps, as shown in Figure 1 which comes from Scotland’s Census Results Online (www.scrol.gov.uk), where colour shading indicates density of distribution, so that dark or intense regions on such maps indicate where the variable, for example unemployment, is most frequently located. Most governments make geo-referenced data like census results available to the public online, and they are obliged to make this data accessible. However data displayed as thematic maps is currently inaccessible to the visually-impaired, so the focus of this work is to make this information accessible. Geo-referenced data is frequently stored in long data tables in spreadsheets which hinders visually-impaired users, who must rely on screenreaders to read out the values in the data table, from quickly and easily forming an overview of how the data is distributed. For example, although the table corresponding to Figure 1 only has 31 rows (corresponding to the 31 council areas of Scotland), visually-impaired users still need to listen to each of these values and remember them in order to form a mental picture of the overall trends in population distribution which sighted users can infer from the map in under a minute.

We conducted a usability study on a group of blind and sighted users to determine the blind users’ relative difficulties in interpreting such data. We describe this study and present our initial findings and the implications they pose. We indicate issues which applications aiming to make such data accessible to the visually-impaired need to account for. One such issue is familiarity. If visually-impaired users are unfamiliar with the geography of the region described, they are unable to visualise how the data is distributed even if they can remember all the read-out table values. Sighted users on the other hand, can interpret how geo-referenced data is distributed from a map even if they are completely unfamiliar with the region described. In effect, this prevents visually-impaired users from exploring new regions’ characteristics and presents a serious obstacle for them.

We present Atlas.txt, a novel data-to-text natural language generation (NLG) system under development which enables access to geo-referenced information. Atlas.txt aims to analyse geo-referenced data in order to determine where salient clusters lie and then communicate this information in texts which can be read out via a screenreader. We indicate some additional considerations based on our usability study which we will incorporate into Atlas.txt to make the system more accessible.

2. RELATED WORK
3. USER NEEDS STUDY

A preliminary informal user needs analysis (see [15]) into the needs and requirements of visually-impaired individuals on geo-referenced map-reading tasks like interpreting census maps indicated that blind people have similar spatial and comprehension abilities as sighted people, which echoed work by [7]. What is unclear are the specific informational requirements of blind people and the sort of language which best helps them to understand spatial data. We conducted a study into visually-impaired users’ needs requirements for accessing geo-referenced information. The purpose of this study was to (1) investigate blind users’ requirements for understanding geo-referenced data like census maps, (2) determine whether expert-written texts enable better access to geo-referenced data than via screen-read data tables, and (3) assess the impact of familiarity with a region/area on understanding expert summaries.

Our main hypotheses were:

1. Blind participants will perform tasks more accurately and understand the data better given texts as opposed to tables
2. Sighted participants will have no overall difference between task performance or comprehension of maps as opposed to texts

More information can be found at [http://www.csd.abdn.ac.uk/research/suntime](http://www.csd.abdn.ac.uk/research/suntime).

See [http://www.csd.abdn.ac.uk/research/roadsafe](http://www.csd.abdn.ac.uk/research/roadsafe).

3. Blind participants will make more corrections of expert-written texts (tested in Part 2, section 3.1) than sighted participants, and in particular, their corrections will often involve simplifying complex spatial expressions which refer to abstractions over regions (e.g., "Eastern seaboard regions") which they are unfamiliar with.

4. No overall difference between groups for familiarity when participants are given texts

5. Sighted participants will perform tasks more accurately and understand the data better given maps than blind participants given tables especially for unfamiliar regions

3.1 Experiment Design and Methodology

The stimuli consist of expert-produced maps, tables and texts from census data published online at Statistics Canada (StatCan) and Scottish Census Results Online (SCROL). The experiment has three parts:

- **Part 1:** Blind people were presented with 2 read-out data tables and 2 texts, and sighted participants were presented with 2 maps and the same 2 texts that the blind participants got. Here the goal was to compare within-participants for blind and sighted groups how their task performance and data comprehension differs depending on whether they are presented with tables/maps vs. texts.
- **Part 2:** Here the goal was to comparatively evaluate blind and sighted participants’ corrections of 2 expert-written texts. Both blind and sighted participants were presented with the same texts.
- **Part 3:** Blind people were presented with 2 read-out data tables and 2 texts, and sighted participants were presented with 2 maps and the same 2 texts as the blind participants got, a pair each (map and text for sighted participants, and table and text for blind participants) from familiar (Canada) and unfamiliar (Scotland) regions of the world. Here the goal is to compare blind and sighted participants’ task performance and data comprehension on texts vs. maps/tables from familiar and unfamiliar areas.

Texts tended to have 1-2 paragraphs with under 5 sentences per paragraph, and were drawn from online documents found on the websites of the census authorities mentioned above. Tables and maps were roughly matched on complexity of the data described, as we couldn’t find the corresponding data tables for many of the maps we found online at these census websites. This matching process was a very intuitive process, and ideally we should have used the tables corresponding to the maps in order to avoid comparability issues between maps and tables.

3.2 Initial Findings

This study had 5 sighted and 5 blind participants, roughly matched on their familiarity with data analysis and statistics, all of whom were Ottawa locals. This is too small a group for us to deduce statistically significant findings. This is a frequent problem in studies involving visually-impaired subjects, as it is very hard to find participants, particularly when we additionally want to find visually-impaired participants who vary in level of expertise with data analysis. However, qualitatively we can draw some initial conclusions from both the testing process and an initial look at the results. There were two main areas in which blind participants...
had more difficulties than sighted ones. These are: inferring trends, and mentally visualising geographically unfamiliar data. Spreadsheet applications can indicate what the maximum and minimum values in a column are, but in order to gain a sense of trends in the data, blind users would need to hear and roughly remember or rank all the values in the table.

In fact, gaining an overview was uniformly very difficult for blind participants, even for those with much experience in data analysis, because it requires them to remember large numbers of column values and then coordinate those values with their corresponding geographic region. A participant whose job involves statistical data analysis indicated that while screenreaders are invaluable tools for making data accessible, they do not enable gaining a quick or easy overview of general trends in numerical data.

For our stimuli focusing on familiarity, we found that if blind participants were unfamiliar with the region described by the data, they were unable to mentally visualise it by having table values read out, as they did not know where the regions described were relatively located. Sighted participants on the other hand were easily able to perceive general trends given maps for unfamiliar areas.

We also found to our surprise that blind users also had more difficulties than sighted ones in interpreting geo-referenced data presented in expert-written texts. This is likely because the 200-300 word texts were dense and contained much specific information and blind users had greater difficulties in locating relevant information in order to answer specific questions related to the data, while sighted participants could simply skim through the texts again to find specific information. We read out texts to blind participants and enabled them to search texts for specific keywords, and we would then read out sentences containing these keywords in order to mimic the sort of interactivity they would have with a screenreader.

4. DEVELOPING THE ATLAS.TXT SYSTEM

Atlas.txt is a data-to-text NLG system under development which follows the pipeline architecture shown in Figure 2. It takes as input a table of geo-referenced data and, making use of geographical locations found in an electronic gazetteer resource, performs data analysis on the data. Clustering identifies the maximal and minimal clusters and data analysis also reveals geographic trends of increasing or decreasing values ([9]). This information is then passed to the NLG module which plans the text and realises it. A qualitative corpus study into how expert statisticians communicate geo-referenced data ([15]) indicated that messages communicating maximum values, minimum values and trends are the most commonly communicated messages, and Atlas.txt therefore aims to communicate these messages.

However, given the findings of our accessibility study, it is clear that a system aiming to communicate geo-referenced data to the visually-impaired should also take into account both the issues of (1) familiarity (in case users are unfamiliar with the described region's geography) and (2) should provide an overview of the data.

Familiarity can be addressed by summarising salient facts about the geography of a place before presenting more detailed information about how the geo-referenced variable is distributed in the region. If we are describing unemployment in Aberdeen, we can start by presenting some salient facts about Aberdeen; that is, we aim to begin our texts with overviews like the following:

1. Aberdeen is Scotland’s third-largest city with a population of around 200,000. It is located in the Northeast of Scotland on the North Sea. The city centre is bounded on the North by the River Don and on the South by the River Dee, although the actual city limits extend considerably beyond the rivers.

The choice of information to be included in an introduction is an issue we will pursue in greater detail in future work. However it seems clear that the information contained here should be salient to both the information being described (i.e., the geo-referenced variable, in this case unemployment), and also, the introduction should enable visually-impaired users to mentally visualise the location of the region described in a larger (more familiar) region (in this case the UK), and also contain some basic information about the salient geographic orientation of the region itself.

In this case, it is important to know that Aberdeen has the sea bounding it to the East and that the centre of the city is bounded by the two rivers. This information should introduce the region before then describing how the data itself is distributed, and we aim to produce texts like the following:

2. Unemployment figures in Aberdeen are generally low at less than 3%, except in the inner wards where it is in the range of 3 - 6%. Unemployment is highest in the St. Machar and Tullos Hill areas, where it is around 6%.

However, visually-impaired people would be unable to locate the St. Machar and Tullos Hill areas as sighted users could, given the map corresponding to this data which is shown in Figure 3. So ideally we should also provide brief descriptions of any named areas to help blind users to create a mental visualisation of the data. Texts like the ones below would therefore be better:

3. Unemployment figures in Aberdeen are generally low at less than 3%, except in the inner wards where it is in the range of 3 - 6%. Unemployment is highest in the St. Machar and Tullos Hill areas, where it is around 6%. St. Machar lies in the North of the city centre, just South of the River Don and near the coast, well within the city limits, while Tullos Hill lies to the Southwest of the city. South of the River Dee and is on the coast.

4. Unemployment figures in Aberdeen are generally low at less than 3%, except in the inner wards where it is in the range of 3 - 6%. Unemployment is highest, at around 6%, in St. Machar, which is in the northern part of the city centre, and Tullos Hill, a coastal area in the Southwest of the city.

The choice of distinguishing description to apply is arguably less and more difficult than in traditional approaches to generating referring expressions (GRE). Traditional GRE
5. FUTURE WORK

Ideally a system communicating geo-referenced data via text should be interactive, as our summaries may not provide enough detailed information for the user who wants to browse the data more interactively. Interactive data exploration for graphs is the focus of work by [4]. While interactivity is our goal, we realise that we first need to be able to generate summaries before focusing on interactivity, and that is the scope of this project at its current stage.

Future work within this stage of the project will involve investigating both the range of distinguishing descriptions we can employ in maximum, minimum and trend messages, and also explore some of the requirements on what information should be included in introduction messages. Then we will explore how these requirements can be phrased as procedures which can then be implemented.
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